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TIANCHENG INTERNATIONAL
ANNOUNCES APPOINTMENT OF
TAIWAN REPRESENTATIVE
A Testament to Tiancheng International’s
Commitment in the Region
HONG KONG, Nov 2017

Tiancheng International Auctioneer Limited (Hereafter as “Tiancheng

International”) announces the appointment of Ms. Linka Li as Representative of Taiwan, effective
immediately. She will be responsible for the company’s further expansion in Asia while strengthening the
public relations and enhancing client’s relations. Ms. Li is a Graduate Gemologist from the Gemological
Institute of America (GIA). Prior to the appointment she has worked in the jewellery and jadeite industry
in mainland China for over 7 years. Her experience has equipped her with a vast network in the industry
and profound knowledge of jadeite.
Wang Jie, Managing Director of Tiancheng International, remarked, “We are most pleased to welcome
Ms. Li to join us. With her solid exposure to the jewellery industry, Ms. Li will bring us innovative concepts
to further strengthen the capability and quality of our client services and media relations in the region.”

NOTE TO EDITORS
Tiancheng International’s Jewellery and Jadeite Autumn Auction 2017 will take place in December.

ABOUT TIANCHENG INTERNATIONAL
Founded in January 2011, Tiancheng International is a newly established auction house led by a visionary management group and an illustrious
team of experts with extensive experience in the international auction business. With solid understanding of the cultural requirements of
clients and broad vision to the art world, the team aims to explore new frontiers in the Asian auction market. With its head office in Hong
Kong, Tiancheng International also has branch office in Shanghai and Taiwan.
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